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Brand Limbo



Brand Limbo

Brand limbo: a state in which your current 
guidelines or brand is not set-out to deal with 
the day-to-day occurrences that arise and you 
are therefore re-inventing the wheel on a daily 
basis - often not very well!



REBRAND: pre 
kick-o work



Pre kick-o work

1. Project owner/s.
CMO/PM

2. Board/exec buy-in
Board presentation on business impact of the work, tie to revenue, speed, growth

3. Ensure your house is in order and you have clear: values, positioning, mission, vision, 
business objectives (2-3 years)

Documented well, presented in deep dive sessions to our agency

4. Objective for the rebrand/project
Create a A scalable design system that can is reflective of our positioning and values 
and enables us to accelerate at speed

5. Undergo & fully document a review process for partners on the project (Dev and 
Design)

Evaluated 5 potential partners, when with an ‘in network’ recommendation on 
design and our ongoing Dev agency



REBRAND: 
Scope of work



The perfect time to change….everything!

As a business we had come a long way since 
we had last rebranded and refreshed the 
website, notably we’ve moved from lead gen 
to demand gen. 

And due to the rebrand we revisited our:

● Forms
● PDFs
● Website Journey
● Ads
● Emails

And not just from a design perspective, we 
could assess whether what we had, we 
needed or whether it worked for us anymore. 

Forms - so what’s changed? 

Previously, due to running a lead gen model we 
had over 200 forms across the website (for 
each lead gen piece) 

This has now be reduced to about 20 and we 
revisted to make it far more eicient a process 
in Pardot and Salesforce too. 



The perfect time to change….everything!

PDFs: 

Previously, we had 100s of PDFs, we were 
able to go through all of these and decide 
what was still relevant and needed. 

We could also access whether it was still 
best as a PDF or whether we could create as 
a interactive online page or blog. 

Website journey:

The rebrand meant we had  a lot of time to 
focus on the website and there was a lot to 
change

- Removing gated content
- updating CTAs in blogs and across the 

website
- Updating case studies and all social proof
- Updating the website navigation
- Updating the resources hub
- Updating the global header/footer
- Drift bot



The perfect time to change….everything!

Ads

We revisited all of our current ads and 
launched some new campaigns in the new 
brand too. 

This deep dive lead us to restructure our 
accounts, and we could then more easily 
identify gaps that we had a brief new 
creatives for those. 

Emails:

The rebrand meant we looked at all existing 
email nurture programs and processes. 

It meant we updated current email copy, culled 
email nurtures that were not longer needed or 
not performing and also updated our 
preference centre - not just updating the 
templates. 



REBRAND: 
how it’s going 
so far



How it’s going so far



How it’s going so far

30-Day Comparison (+ trend) 7-Day Comparison (+ trend)



Impact on key metrics so far

SEO Impact (+)

Our keyword rankings are  improving and the number of keywords we're ranking is increasing. 
Here's a quick breakdown:

May 9th
# of keywords in the Top 3 = 291
Total # of keywords = 8,804

June 7th
# of keywords in the Top 3 = 455 (+56%)
Total # of keywords = 11,960 (+36)



Rebrand: What’s next? 

Injecting our brand into everything we do 

A rebrand isn’t a set and forget exercise and so here are some key changes we are making 
in our team to ensure our rebrand is helping us move the needle: 

● Levelling up our creative process - our design team should now be part of ideation as 
much as delivery. 

● We need to use our brand to help us effectively tell a story that reflects our values as 
a business - our brand guidelines are now a core part of the conversation when 
defining messaging for a new campaign. 

● Brand voice and tone guidelines helps keep us consistent and they now feed into 
every campaign we run. 

● We have taken stock and redefined what we are putting out there in the world - our 
rebrand has encouraged us to become more customer centric.

● Scaling the brand and pushing it to the next level (brand guidelines don’t have to 
stem creativity)


